Free fire apk download no obb

Garena Free Fire OB31 Update has started rolling out on Google Play Store and Apple App Store. But there are still many players who haven’t received the OB31 Update and looking for the latest released APK and OBB file download link of OB31 update.In this update a lot of things has been introduced, and it is also coming out that game is doing a
partnership with a great Netflix Show Money Heist which is all set to be released on December 3 and on December 11 this partnership will be confirmed.How To Change Name In Free Fire With Name Change Card?In this OB update Free Fire developers has done lots of improvements to make the game lag free and work smoothly on every devices.
Here are the changes that this game has made.Character Balance has been changed for a few characters that are Chrono, Maxim, K, D-Bee, Thiva.The map size for 2v2 has been increasedA New Rank Master has been added which can be achieved after HeroicNew Weapon MAC 10 has been introduced whose base damage is24, Fire Rate is 0.09, and
comes with a pre-attached silencerFrom now onwards Drag and tap will be combinedPlayers will be able to free look while parachuting and drivingA less optimization in the game has been also done so that it doesn’t lag muchGameGarena Free FireUpdateOB31Size700MBDeveloperGarenaRelease DateDecember 01Click on the above button to
download APK & OBB FileInstall the APK File (Enable Unknown Sources)Open the game and close after a few secondsCopy the OBB file downloaded from above linkPaste it to Android/OBB/com.dts.freefirethAfter this, you can open the game, but the game will only work once the maintenance mode is finished.Note: If com.dts.freefireth folder is not
present you just need to open the game and try downloading resources, and it will automatically create this folder then you can try pasting it again.How To Change Free Fire Signature Text Color?These are the complete details about Download Free Fire OB31 Update APK & OBB Link For Android. If you have any query, please wait for maintenance
mode to be finished and then try again. Share on Twitter Share on Facebook Share on WhatsApp Share on Telegram 173.3 M It's not uncommon for the latest version of an app to cause problems when installed on older devices. Sometimes newer versions of apps may not work with your device due to system incompatibilities. Until the app developer
has fixed the problem, try using an older version of the app. If you need a rollback of Free Fire - Battlegrounds, check out the app's version history on Uptodown. It includes all the file versions available to download off Uptodown for that app. Download rollbacks of Free Fire - Battlegrounds for Android. Any version of Free Fire - Battlegrounds
distributed on Uptodown is completely virus-free and free to download at no cost. 1.92.1 Jul 20th, 2022 1.90.1 May 25th, 2022 1.81.0 Apr 11th, 2022 1.80.0 Apr 8th, 2022 1.70.0 Feb 10th, 2022 1.69.1 Jan 19th, 2022 1.68.1 Dec 1st, 2021 1.67.0 Nov 1st, 2021 1.66.0 Oct 16th, 2021 1.65.1 Sep 28th, 2021 1.64.1 Aug 4th, 2021 1.62.2 Jun 8th, 2021 1.60.1
Apr 14th, 2021 1.59.5 Feb 9th, 2021 1.59.1 Feb 4th, 2021 1.58.3 Jan 18th, 2021 1.57.0 Dec 26th, 2020 1.56.1 Dec 7th, 2020 1.54.1 Sep 29th, 2020 1.53.2 Sep 23th, 2020 See more Contact Here you can download Free Fire OB35 APK in 32-bit and 64-bit options for Android devices, along with the OBB file. This is the latest Free Fire August 2022
global version that you can download right away and enjoy all the new features as part of this 5th Anniversary update. Every year Garena releases a fresh new set of events and major updates on the anniversary and this one is no different. it introduces updated UI for the lobby, pop-up windows and also includes the new logo and elements. Skills for
two characters have been reworked along with lots of characters adjustments. If your region does not have access to the Google Play Store, then downloading this APK will help you out. Most of the upcoming new features were first tested in the OB35 Free Fire Advance Server, and will now be moving to the final release for all the players worldwide.
For those curious, this new OB35 Update will be available for both, the regular Free Fire (FF 32-bit and FF64-bit) and Free Fire Max. Free Fire OB35 New Features: According to the patch notes of Free Fire OB35, there are tons of new adjustments, improvements and a brand new weapon included in this update. The main focus points have been the
upgraded UI and the inclusion of new logo and various elements. We have compiled a list of important features below: New item called Super Med, map balancing adjustments and random buffs in Clash SquadUpgraded UI for the overall look, Mode selection page and Daily / Weekly missionsRework and adjustments on the Skill of various
CharactersIntroduced a new SMG weapon called BizonOptimized Replay feature that now includes first and third person viewsUpgraded in-game command wheels for smoother navigations.Players can now copy and paste teamcodes. Free Fire Max is pretty much the exact same game, with the same gameplay experience with just one main
difference. The Max version of the game has much better and high graphics settings which is suitable to run on newer and high-end Android phones. Download Free Fire OB35 APK (Global Version) Here are the direct download links to Free Fire OB35 APK for 64-bit and 32-bit Android phones. You will need at least 1 GB of free space on your phone
for the installation to complete without any problems. Those with a higher-end device should ideally go for the Free Fire Max version. After you’ve taken a look at all the exciting and new features coming out in Free Fire OB35, it is time to get the update up and running on your device, here’s how you can do so: Download the APK and OBB files from
the link mentioned aboveOnce downloaded, install the APK file by tapping on it twice. If you are unable to do so, make sure that you’ve enabled Install from Unknown Sources as an option.Once the APK has been installed, move everything in the OBB file to Android > OBB > com.dts.freefirethYou’ll now be able to install and launch the game, have
fun! If you’re curious about the file size, don’t worry because we’ve got you covered. Garena Free Fire: 430 MB MBGarena Free Fire MAX: 990 MB The Free Fire MAX size is a little higher since it has higher quality textures and improved graphics settings over the standard version of the game. For fans of other FPS mobile games, you can download
the latest PUBG Mobile APK and Call of Duty: Mobile APK. Download from Google Play Store If you have access to the Google Play Store, follow these steps to download the game: Open Google Play StoreSearch for “Free Fire”Click InstallWait for the game to downloadLaunch the game and enjoy! Downloading the game from Google Play Store is
recommended since the game will automatically be updated whenever a new update arrives. Plus, you won’t have to download the APK again for every update. Keep in mind that you must have a fast and stable connection to download the game swiftly. Otherwise, you might even face lag in the game if your internet is not stable. If you want to play the
game on your computer, you can even do that. Install the APK file from the official website and play the game through the Android emulator. Since most players prefer playing it on their PCs, we suggest you also give it a try. Are you excited about the Free Fire OB35 Update? Let us know if you are having any trouble, we’ll help you out in the
comments section. If you are into mobile shooters, you should check out the following FPS games for Android: Garen Free Fire MOD APK + OBB: 2020 is the year of battle Royale, no game is as popular as battle royale games. I realize the most popular one is PUBG Mobile but it’s miles very hard to get a modded version of PUBG(Playerunknown’s
Battlegrounds). This is why in this article I will give you a modified version of Garena Free Fire Fire- 5th Anniversary that is Garena Free Fire MOD APK. Besides MOD APK + OBB, Normal APK is also available to download. If there’s no PUBG Mobile then the best game left would be Garena Free Fire MOD APK. Most I preferred is Garena Free Fire
mod apk which is nothing but just a Modified version of the game. So Free fire is one extra battle royal game and what the best part about the game is that it’s really easy to understand and control. Like in PUBG, it’s far very hard to recognize and master the controls and about guns & scopes for the brand beginners. But on another hand, there’s
nothing like a noob and you can become a pro in short while. Garena Free Fire MOD APK Unlimted Ammo & Aimbot Latest Version File NameGarena Free Fire MOD APK Versionv1.92.1 Size361 MB + 378 Mb MOD FeaturesUnlimited Health/Auto Aim/Wallhack Updated onSeptember 06, 2022 Supported on Android 4.1 and on Download Free Fire
MOD APK v1.92.1 + OBB DOWNLOAD Download Free Fire APK v1.92.1 + OBB DOWNLOAD Garena Free Fire Hack MOD APK Aimbot Feature The latest new 2020 version of Garena Free Fire MOD APK- 5th Anniversary includes many new features. one of my favorite features is Aimbot. Well, most of time it happens that it becomes difficult to target
your enemies, especially when your enemies are running from one place to another. In that case, you can miss the fire. It is really difficult to fire enemies when they are moving, what you need to good at for better kill is good Aim. If you will have a good aim then you will not get a problem while killing your enemies. But I don’t have a good aim and I
am neither good at killing enemies. This is why our team has specially MODDED the game to a little extent and now you’ll have a feature of Auto-aim. You don’t need to aim at your enemies, all you can do is just move your gun towards the enemy and gunpoint will automatically move towards head for a better shot. You then just need to hit the fire
button, nothing else. Download Garena Free Fire MAX MOD APK Latest Version Unlimited Diamonds/Money/Coins One of the most important and best features in the game is that you will get unlimited Diamonds and Coins in the game, yes, you don’t have to give even a single penny to get 999999 Diamonds and unlimited Coins. Garena Free Fire
MOD APK will give you this feature for free. Diamonds help you to buy skins of popular guns, Unlock characters, unlock many other things which will make your character look awesome. Garena Free Fire MOD APK Download(AutoAim/No Recoil/Speed) You can buy a suit, character appeals like hat, t-shirt, pants or any other things. Many other
character unlock features will increase and unlock the unique abilities of your character. However, you can also buy coins with Diamonds only. Garena Free Fire Vs PUBG Mobile(Which is best for you) AimBot Garena Free Fire MOD APK is not an easy game, there are still many people playing this game daily and you might get many pro Players, so,
its not easy to play the game. Therefore Aim-bot is something that could help you in this way, it will easily help you target your enemies easily and you can easily get headshots, AimBot gave me 16 kills in one game for real. Unlimited Health What I liked the most about this game is that you will get God Mode Option where your health is kind of
Unlimited, Whenever you get hit, you’re health will automatically get to full, so, never Worry about this whether you gonna die or not, don’t worry. Unlimited Health Feature will let you enjoy the game without getting die. But I Don’t suggest you to overuse this feature. You must read below how you can be safe by using all these features. Unlimited
Garena Shells If you’re playing the game then you might aware of Garena Shells this is an in-game currency that will let you buy many in-game items and upgrades. From Garena Shells, you can buy gears, weapons, supplies, and many more character skins. In this Modded version, you will get many Garena Shells, I won’t say Unlimited but Many. You
can also unlock the skins of popular guns like M4A1, AWM and more. How to Become PRO Player in Garena Free Fire (100% booyah) Unlock all Characters If you have Normal APK then it’s difficult for you to Unlock all characters but in Garena Free Fire MOD APK you will get all characters Unlocked. As you know that Characters are really important
in-game to increase your medic, damage, and many other things. Garena Free Fire Hack Unlimited Diamonds[Truth About Generators]? Mod Menu The best thing which you gonna love about this Modded version Feature is its Mod Menu, You will get mod menu where you will get choice to turn on or off any feature or anything here. What I am exactly
speaking about is you can simply use Wall-hack or you can simply turn it off or you can disable aimbot or use with one click. Wall-Hack Wall-hack is something that everyone wants, you can see through walls and even shoot from walls but this goes with you only. Your enemies can’t shoot you through walls, its really easy and simple. But I personally
don’t use Wall-hack, I don’t know why but I don’t use it. You can use it always without having any problem but before you do this you should read the below instruction how to use free fire mod apk. Garena Free Fire Mod Apk: 5th Anniversary Overview As PUBG Mobile, you will match with 50 different players in Garena Free Fire after you will do
matchmaking. Shortly thereafter, all of the players could be land on a remote island via helicopter and this will be your battlefield. You can land anywhere on the map the same as in PUBG Mobile. Matchmaking will take around 40-50 seconds. Each match is about 15 minutes and half of the match timing of PUBG. Read also: Rules of Survival MOD
APK Download (Aimbot, Unlimited Resources) The free Fire MOD APK is an honestly tremendous game but if you want to get all the skins unlocked or something like auto aim then the scenario is different. This is why Mega mod apk of Garena Free Fire will give you unlimited ammo, Auto Aim and Many more other rewards for free. All you have to do
is to read the complete article and follow each instruction carefully. Free Fire Hack Unlimited Diamonds and Coins Mod Menu Get Everything Unlimited including Diamonds and Coins You can choose any Character as all are Unlocked No Wall, that means fire across the wall No Fog and No Grass Safe to use and Download Anti-ban Feature Supported
in all devices No Root AutoSave the game Update Automatically Easy to install You’ll get free Garena shells in the game You may like: What’s New in Latest Update of Garena Free Fire Garena Free Fire: Illuminate MOD APK Features Survival Shooting Game: Stay inside the Play Zone even while searching the weapons. You can loot your enemies
after you kill them and be the last men after killing all your enemies. When you play them the game, you’ll find airdrops in the sky going down and you can loot them in order to get some extra good loot but take care of others is going to do the same as you. 50 players: More you survive in the game more you’re rank and you’ll grow in the game. 4
Players team with voice Chate: Best Part is you can create squads of 4 different gamers from anywhere and it can be your friends also and additionally speak along with your squad with voice chat enabled. Discuss your strategies with your friends to victory and try and keep your all 3 companions alive in Free Fire MOD APK. Realistic and Smooth
graphics: You will get to know about the controls easily and the nice factor about this mod is Fire-New Beginning realistic graphics, let you enjoy the real world inside the game. Unlocked Characters and Skills Most I liked in the game is that Free Fire MOD APK Consist of quite numerous guns that have taken from real life and work as same like rifles
like AWM, M4A1, M16A4, Scar-Light, and many others. And the best part you’ll get all skins unlocked in the game Snipers like AWM, Kar98k, … and no longer to say heavy shotguns like S1897, S686, .. And countless exceptional guns for Gamers like me to pick up. When you’ll download Garena Free Fire MOD APK then you will get dozens of
accessories with the intention to assist look awesome and grow further in the game. Items consisting of ammo, helmets, and armor sets will give you multiplied levels of safety. If we talk about transportation such as automobiles, bikes, and jeeps, it will assist you to get to the locations you want quickly. You’ll get all characters Unlocked in the free fire
mod menu But Be aware as using the vehicle will create sound and this will make your enemies get to know your location. In addition, the game allows you to customize your individual character. You may like: Top 15 Best PPSSPP (PSP) Games for Android [Must Download] How to Download Free fire MOD APK on Android Follow these quick simple
steps in order to get unlimited ammo and auto-aim in the game: Download Free Fire MOD APK or Normal APK from the above link Also Download OBB File from the same page Install the apk on your mobile device Enable the “Unkown Sources” option from the settings and then the security option Its time to extract the OBB, Extract it Paste the
Extracted file in Android>OBB Open the Game and Enjoy If you like PPSSPP Game here are 15 best ppsspp games for Android. Final Words Garena Free fire is actually a simple and easy-to-master battle Royale game. I can clearly say it is the best game after PUBG if we talk about Battle Royale games. When I started playing this game I got addicted
so I thought of uninstalling this game for a while. But after some time I again started playing this game. I hope you successfully downloaded and installed the Garena Free Fire MOD APK on your Android. just let me know if have any doubt. The game is worth playing if you play it with your friends so don’t forget to share it with them. Share this post
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